
 
 

press release 

 

Mugello Circuit achieves the sustainable events 

management certification – It’s the first circuit  

certified ISO 20121 in the world  
 

12 September 2020 - Mugello Circuit has achieved the ISO 20121 certification, the international standard 

that defines the requirements for a sustainable event management system. 

 

Mugello Circuit certification as a “location” relates to the following scope: “Organization of sports, 

motorsports and racing events; organization of conferences, cultural events, musical events and photo 

shooting at the Mugello Circuit."; the certification body TÜV NORD Italia carried out the certification audit 

and issued the certificate. 

 

As of today, Mugello Circuit is the only circuit in the world certified according to the ISO 20121 sustainable 

event management system. 

The standard applies to the activities related to the events hosted and it is a further clear evidence of the 

commitment of Mugello Circuit in implementing a responsible and sustainable management system; this in 

addition to the integrated system already in place for some years according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, EMAS 

and OHSAS 18001. 

 

Mugello Circuit has been supported by the Italian company RIGHT HUB, which has a distinctive know-how in 

the design and organization of sustainable events management in the motorsport sector. 

 

Sustainable event management includes, but is not limited to, the following aspects: 

• Separate collection of waste and recycling of materials (Circular Economy); 

• Energy efficiency;  

• Biodiversity and the environment;  

• Mobility of workers; 

• Health and safety of workers; 

• Accessibility of persons with disabilities; 

• Fighting food waste; 

• Development of the territory. 

 

The aim is also to strongly involve and influence all the stakeholders involved (organizers, Federations, 

customers, employees, suppliers, riders, teams, guests, media and communities) in taking on proper 

behaviour during events organized at the circuit facilities. 

 

Furthermore, Mugello Circuit aims clearly refer in its sustainability policy to the wider 2030 Sustainable 

Development Goals of the United Nations, the achievement of which represents a global challenge full of 

opportunities and benefits for the future. 


